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Jewelry accessories for eternity
Al Coro combines in its new line “Palladio” the shapeliness
of the Renaissance with a modern design language. As a
symbol of Mediterranean light-heartedness, feminine
elegance and elegant refinement the Italian jewelry
manufacture has created enchanting pieces of jewelry for
self-assured women.

Inspired by its home town Vicenza, Al Coro has created a
collection which combines harmonious shapes with highest
goldsmithery. Its name Palladio recalls northern Italy’s most
important architect of the Renaissance and also contains the
Italian term “Palla”, the sphere, which can be found in the new
line as a defining element. In the necklaces of the filigree
pendants the little spheres made of 18-carat gold combine in
harmonious ornaments such as the symbol of infinity or little
blossoms. The collection is topped off with two charming ring
creations with sparkling pavés which brilliantly line the noble
circle of spheres. In these masterful creations Mediterranean
light-heartedness combines with expressive design to form a
luxuriously lively collection.

All these creations have a harmony of expressive design, refined
craftsmanship and Italian sense of life which show off Al Coro’s
distinctive mark.
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Detailed information
The pictured pieces of jewelry of the Palladio line are available at selected jewelers. When published,
we would be pleased about a short message or a voucher copy.

Necklace Palladio

Necklace Palladio

Necklace Palladio

18-carat rose gold with brilliant

18-carat rose gold with brilliant

18-carat rose gold with brilliant

Reference number: C233R

Reference number: C235R

Reference number: C229R
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Ring Palladio
Rose gold with brilliants (0.97
ct.)
Reference number: R7270WR

Ring Palladio
Rose gold with brilliants (0.12
ct.) and Tourmaline
Reference number: R7275PTR

Ring Palladio
Rose gold with brilliants
(0.12 ct.)
Reference number:
R7268R

About Al Coro:
The second-generation, family-run company Al Coro can look back on almost half a century of expertise
in creating exquisite jewelry.
The brand, headquartered in Germany, has its origins in the 70s in Vincenza, the jewelry metropolis of
Italy. Since then, Al Coro has spread into the international market and is successfully represented in 17
European countries. The Al Coro Team creates enticing, timeless designs with voluptuous, feminine
shapes in-house. The designs and the realization are in equal parts marked by the Italian attitude
towards life, a deep passion for craftsmanship, and long-standing experience. With Al Coro jewelry,
women emphasize their independence, their individuality and their femininity. Since autumn 2015, Al
Coro is presenting their entire world of jewelry in their first mono-brand boutique in Düsseldorf,
Germany.
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